When authoring content and submitting articles for publication, reference management shouldn’t slow you down. But it can — because manually creating citations and adhering to the complex rules of various style formats isn’t easy — it’s error-prone.

RightFind® Cite It keeps reference management simple, by offering an easy-to-use tool that automatically formats bibliographies with the styles and citations you value, saving you manual work and time.

RIGHTFIND CITE IT FEATURES

**Searchable Citation Database**
Search RightFind’s citation database of more than 120 million citations and skip the manual work when citing references.

**Synched Bibliography**
Say goodbye to the manual task of formatting references and re-organizing citations in your bibliography.

With RightFind Cite It you can:

- Add citations easily with an intuitive user experience
- Skip manual citation Creation
- Choose from a variety of different content types
- Get access to largest STM-focused citation database
- Use one solution for reference management and document ordering
Citation Conversion from Select Reference Management Tools
Manage and edit bibliographies and references previously created using select reference management tools. By preserving your work, you’ll save time.

Content Types
Choose from variety of content types, such as articles, books, conference proceedings, abstracts, or posters.

Citation Styles
Simply choose from over 9,300 citation styles and RightFind Cite It will automatically handle formatting, letting you focus on your work. Custom citation styles are also available.

RightFind Cite It reference management